ker, så både nybekulle der være lige
en Youtube-kanal,
gå i gang.
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colourful knits for men
Colourful knits for men contains patterns for unique, knitted
menswear.
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T

he inspiration behind the patterns was found in many different places,
from the paint-covered table at the local daycare center to the London
Underground. The idea for the book came up when the authors had
themselves unsuccessfully searched for patterns for a knitted jumper. After a
long search they realised that there weren’t many patterns for knitted menswear
– an excellent reason for creating this book!
The patterns are simple, yet original and quirky. We are shown many different
techniques from which both beginners and more experienced knitters can
learn, and many exciting projects.
The book also contains brief articles and other information telling the story
behind the different designs.
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About the authors:

Koushihan Radhakrishnan and
Kim Jepsen are a couple, and so
share all the yarn in the house.
Koushi, who is known from The
Great Danish Knit-Off, is the quirky,
creative, and colourful one. Koushi
spots designs and techniques
and finds inspiration for the
knitwork. Kim, on the other hand,
is the technically skilled knitter,
transforming Koushi’s funky ideas
into applicable patterns.
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